Abstract—The spread of Web 2.0 has caused user-generated content explosion. Users can tag resources to describe and organize them. Tag clouds provide rough impression of relative importance of each tag within overall cloud in order to facilitate browsing among numerous tags and resources. The goal of our paper is to enrich visualization of tag clouds. A font distribution algorithm has been proposed to calculate a novel metric based on frequency and content, and to classify among classes from this metric based on power law distribution and percentages. The suggested algorithm has been validated and verified on the tag cloud of a real-world thesis portal.
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I. INTRODUCTION

WITH the appearance of Web 2.0 and the spread of social media sites users became from passive spectators to active content generators. Users can interact and collaborate with each other in virtual communities. Nowadays lots of social sites exist for various purposes: collaborative projects (Wikipedia), blogs (Twitter), content communities (YouTube), social networking sites (Facebook), virtual game worlds (World of Warcraft), virtual social worlds (Second Life), etc. There are numerous books dealing with this topic denoted for introduction and marketing, for research, etc. Various significant companies have research groups for social computing: Microsoft, IBM, HP, etc.

Usually on these sites users can assign tags to resources to describe and organize them. This tagging process establishes associations between tags and resources, which can be applied to navigate to resources by tags, as well as, to tags based on related tags, etc. [1]. With tagging a folksonomy (folk (people) + taxis (classification) + nomos (management)) evolves, which is the vocabulary of tags emerged by the community [2]. The classification scheme is non-hierarchical, plain. The vocabulary is open, predefined tags do not exist, new words can be chosen freely as tags. Thus, its size tends to grow indefinitely. Moreover, it is incomplete and inconsistent. Thus, in connection with social tagging several challenges have emerged [3].

The paper is organized as follows. Section II covers the background. Section III introduces the experimental environment and open issues. Section IV proposes a novel font distribution algorithm. Section V shows the experimental results. Finally, last section reports the conclusions and future work.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, definitions related to tagging are discussed. Tags are user-defined informal and personal strings, short descriptions related to resources, keywords associated with resources. They are helpful in browsing and searching. Resources are such identities which can be tagged, such as text, image, audio, video, document, etc. Tagging is the process of assigning existing and new tags to resources. Tag recommendation systems exist to help users in tagging based on own tags or tags of other community members.

Tagging can be simple or collaborative. In case of simple tagging users assign tags only to their own resources. In case of collaborative tagging many users tag the same resource, each user can tag it with her/his own tags in her/his own vocabulary. In our tag clouds, simple tagging is applied.

There are lots of different kinds of tags: content-based, context-based, attribute, ownership, subjective, organizational, purpose, factual, personal, self-referential, tag bundles, etc. Furthermore, users have various motivations for tagging: future retrieval, contribution and sharing, attract attention, play and competition, self-presentation (self-referential tags), opinion expression, task organization, social signaling, money, technology ease, etc. [3]. In our tag clouds, tags are content-based, tagging is motivated by contribution and sharing. With content-based tags the actual content of the resources can be identified. By the contribution and sharing as motivation, tags describe resources, and add them to conceptual clusters or refined categories for known and unknown audience.

Tag clouds are visually depicted tags in order to facilitate browsing among numerous tags and resources. It gives rough impression of relative importance of each tag within the overall cloud. In this paper such tag clouds are investigated. In some situations to answer various questions browsing in tag clouds are more useful than searching [4]. Search interface is preferred if the needed information is specific. Tag clouds are preferred if the sought information is more general.

For this reason, the visualization of tag clouds is one of the most important and complicated consideration [5]. Tag clouds have two dimensional representations. Tags can be ordered alphabetically, randomly, based on semantic similarity or any kind of clusters [6], [7], [8]. Relevant tags can be visually emphasized using visual properties such as shape, color,
position, etc. Each tag cloud is visualized in its own unique way. The basis of the used methods is similar, but there are no two tag clouds whose visualization is the same. Numerous font distribution algorithms exist [9], [10]. In our tag clouds all tags are represented simply ordered by alphabetically and visually weighted by letter size.

In social networks power laws occur many times in many contexts [3]. A random variable is distributed according to a power law when its probability density function is given by \( x^{-\gamma} \), where \( \gamma > 1 \) is a constant parameter called exponent or scaling parameter, typically in the range of \( 2 < \gamma < 3 \), and \( x \geq x_{\min} \) [11].

In our previous work, complete tag and topic recommendation systems have been established [12]. The tag recommendation system has three main steps. In the first step the vocabulary has been refined, namely, certain spelling and clerical errors have been corrected, in addition, certain tags have been contracted. In the second step the reference counts have been enhanced. In the third step the font distribution algorithm has been improved. The topic recommendation system has three main steps. In the first step a special graph has been constructed from tags. In the second step the reference count of each node has been evaluated in order to identify topics. In the third step the improved font distribution algorithm of the proposed tag recommendation system has been applied and visualization has been introduced. In this paper, the second and third steps of the tag recommendation system have been improved.

### III. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT

In this section, the experimental environment and the emerged open issues are introduced.

The Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Informatics of the Budapest University of Technology and Economics has a thesis portal to maintain the whole workflow for all theses of the faculty starting from creation of new thesis ending with review upload [13].

This portal is implemented as a three-tier ASP.NET web site. The presentation layer is in HTML and jQuery. In the business logic layer there are C# classes. In the data access layer LINQ and stored procedures are used mixed. The database is in Microsoft SQL Server. For fast visualization of tag clouds, the tags are stored in a cache.

The provided algorithm has been implemented in SQL stored procedures, C# classes using LINQ, and MATLAB functions.

On existing tag clouds it has to be executed once in a maintenance phase. After that or for newly created tag clouds it can be applied in two different ways: the whole algorithm is executed periodically only in maintenance phases, or only the related part is executed when a tag/abstract is created/modified/deleted.

Each thesis includes an uploaded document, an abstract which is a short extraction of the completed work, some keywords in other words tags, etc. Tags are assigned by authors to describe and organize them in order to be helpful in browsing and searching. The portal has tag clouds in English and Hungarian languages.

The originally applied font distribution algorithm uses weights based on number of classes, average, maximum, minimum reference counts, and tags are classified to four classes.

Only some specific keywords are assigned to a thesis. Firstly it follows from "specific" that general keywords are less emphasized, since there are a lot of less emphasized, different but in similar topic, longer, specific keywords. For example, see the following tags: mobile, mobile application development, mobile communication, mobile network, mobile phone, mobile robot, mobile software development, etc. All mentioned tags contain the word "mobile". Thus, the emphasis of tag "mobile" can be improved considering all mentioned tags. Secondly it follows from "some" that not all topics of a thesis are covered with its keywords, but more can be found in its abstract and uploaded document.

Furthermore, with the originally applied font distribution algorithm too many tags are emphasized in case of smaller tag clouds like most popular tags, tag cloud of a department, etc. (see in Fig. 1). In addition, too few tags are emphasized in case of bigger tag clouds like all tags, tag cloud of a supervisor, etc. (see in Fig. 2).

Our goal is to handle the above mentioned issues by frequency- and content-based metric calculation as well as power law distribution- and percentage-based classification among classes in order to improve tag cloud visualization.

### IV. IMPROVED FONT DISTRIBUTION ALGORITHM

This section proposes an improved font distribution algorithm in order to improve tag cloud visualization. Table I summarizes the notations of equations and algorithms. Firstly,
a novel metric has been established combining frequency- and content-based approaches. Secondly, using this metric a classification among classes has been provided based on power law distribution and percentages.

The reference count of a given tag is defined as (1). This count has been enhanced to the sum of reference counts of all tags which contain the given tag (see the motivation in the previous section related to phrase “specific” and tag “mobile”).

\[
rc_i = |\{vp_j \in \pi, \text{where } t_i \rightarrow p_j\}|
\]

(1)

Moreover, a new content-based count has been introduced, which is the sum of papers whose abstracts contain the given tag (see the motivation in the previous section related to phrase “some”). This abstract reference count can be seen in (3).

\[
a_{ci} = |\{vp_j \in \pi_j, \text{where } a_{ci} \text{ contains } t_i\}|
\]

(3)

The summed and abstract reference counts have been scaled with their maximum values, and can be weighted arbitrary. This frequency- and content-based metric is shown in (4).

\[
f_{ci} = \frac{sc_{ci}}{sc_{ci}} + \frac{ac_{ci}}{ac_{ci}}
\]

where \(w_{ac} + w_{ac} = 1\)

(4)

This metric seems to obey a power law. The investigation has been performed with MATLAB functions provided by [14]. Firstly, a power law distribution has been fitted to it. In addition, its scaling exponent and lower bound of power law behavior parameters have been estimated by maximum likelihood. Furthermore, the uncertainties in the estimated parameters have been estimated, as well. Then, the test whether the power law is a plausible fit to the empirical data has been performed graphically and numerically, as well.

The graphical test has been shown that the empirical data follows a straight line but deflects from it at the end, this means that the empirical data has a longer tail than the estimated theoretical power law distribution. The numeric test has been performed with the help of a hypothesis test using Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic. Therefore, the power law is a plausible hypothesis for the frequency- and content-based metric.

Since the frequency- and content-based metric obey a power law, a power law distribution- and percentage-based approach has been led to correct visual impression. The proposed distribution algorithm divides the area of the given power law function (5) according to arbitrary percentages.

\[
\frac{\max(f_c) - \gamma + 1 - \min(f_c) - \gamma + 1}{\gamma + 1}
\]

(5)

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed algorithm (Section IV) has been validated and verified on a tag cloud of a real-world thesis portal (Section III). This section presents the experimental results.

In Table II the arbitrary chosen parameters and calculated values can be seen. With the chosen weight of the frequency- and content-based metric the summed reference count is emphasized considering less the abstract reference count. The distribution of the frequency- and content-based metric can be calculated using the MATLAB function provided by [14].
in case of smaller tag cloud too many tags are emphasized, in addition, in case of bigger tag cloud almost all tags are in unite. However, the improved tag cloud is much more perspicuous, the popular tags can be identified easily.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The visualization of huge tag clouds is one of the most important and complicated consideration. In our thesis portal tag clouds have a very important role to facilitate browsing and searching among numerous tags and theses.
In this paper a novel font distribution algorithm has been proposed to improve tag cloud visualization, namely, a novel frequency- and content-based metric has been established, in addition, a power law distribution- and percentage-based classification among classes has been presented.

The proposed algorithm has been implemented in SQL stored procedures, C# classes using LINQ, and MATLAB functions. Its validation and verification have been performed on the tag cloud of a real-world thesis portal.

The further improvement of visualization is a subject of future work by reorganizing tag clouds combining co-occurrence- and content-based approaches.
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